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The Pillars of Islam 

 

English translation: 

 

The pillars of Islam, I mean, let’s say the most significant ones… Islam is constructed on 

five fundamental pillars. First and foremost is kalimaishahada,
1
 laa il āha illa Allāh, wa 

Muḥammad ur-rasūl Allāh.2 This is the primary pillar of Islam, I mean, when a person 
says this phrase, umm… s/he is included in the Islamic circle. Laa il āha illa Allāh, wa 

Muḥammad ur-rasūl Allāh, there is no other god but Allah … I mean we only know 
Allah as God, and Muhammad, allahi wa sallam (May Allah bless him), is his prophet, 

[his] messenger. You see, the one who says this phrase is included in the circle of Islam; 

this is the primary phrase, umm… in the pillars of Islam. Secondly, praying five times a 

day; thirdly, the fasting that happens once in a year, a month-long fasting. And then, 

umm… for rich people, since Allah the Almighty has given them a great thing, a great 

blessing and richness, they should give offerings to the poor once a year. What is an 

offering? An offering is when you distribute some of your possessions to the ones in 

need. And this is one of Islam’s umm… pillars, one of the five pillars. You see, this is 

umm… a pillar that is required to help the poor in the Islamic community or in the world 

in general. And then, in addition to these, the fifth pillar is umm…for people who can 

afford to, who have the opportunity, to go to Kaaba, to Saudi Arabia once in their life 

time and visit Allah’s Kaaba. This is one of the pillars of Islam. But this pillar is only for 

the people who can afford it, only if the one who goes will not leave his/her children 

behind in need, umm… and if it is safe for them to travel back and forth, umm… then it 

is required that such a person should go once in his/her life time and fulfill this duty. One 

should do this. 
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1
 Shahada is an Islamic creed..  
2
 This is an Arabic phrase meaning there is no god but Allah, and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah. 
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